In this paper, we consider the blind multichannel dereverberation problem for a single source. The multichannel reverberation impulse response is assumed to be stationary enough to allow estimation of the correlations it induces from the received signals. It is well-known that a single-input multi-output (SIMO) filter can be equalized blindly by applying multichannel linear prediction (LP) to its output when the input is white. When the input is colored, the multichannel linear prediction will both equalize the reverberation filter and whiten the source. We exploit the channel spatial diversity, and the speech signal non-stationarity to estimate the source correlation structure, which can hence be used to determine a source whitening filter. Multichannel linear prediction is then applied to the sensor signals filtered by the source whitening filter, to obtain source dereverberation. Particular attention is paid to the alignment of the received signals on the various microphones. This leads to an increase in the prediction performance, and allows the use of shorter predictor. The proposed approach represents hence a paradigm shift from the delay-and-sum beamformer to the delay-and-predict equalizer.
INTRODUCTION
The quality of speech captured in real-world environments is invariably degraded by acoustic interference. This interference can be broadly classified into two distinct categories: additive and convolutive. The convolutive interference (commonly referred to as reverberation) is due to sound wave reflections from surrounding walls and objects. It leads to a modification of the speech signal characteristics. Therefore, it constitutes a major problem in speech recognition, speaker verification, and general auditive comfort in "handsfree" telephony applications. Blind dereverberation is the process of removing the effect of reverberation from an observed reverberant signal. Reducing the distortion caused by reverberation is a difficult blind deconvolution problem, due to the broadband nature of speech and the length of the equivalent impulse response from the speaker's mouth to the microphone. Speech enhancement for dereverberation and noise reduction in reverberant environments has been addressed extensively; but no adequate solution has yet been established [3, 2] .
A simple multi-microphone speech dereverberation system is the delay-and-sum beamfomer [1, 2] . The dereverberation is performed by a simple averaging over the sensor outputs, delayed so as to focus in the direction of the desired speaker. The direction of arrival is generally adapted using a second-order statistic approach. In [4], the authors propose an alternative adaptive filtering approach using a kurtosis metric on the LP residual signal. They seek to find a blind deconvolution filter that makes the LP residual as nonGaussian as possible. They show that the proposed technique achieves significant improvement in performance over the delay-and-sum beamformer.
A second class of speech dereverberation techniques is based on source-filter speech production. The source-filter model describes speech production in terms of an excitation sequence exiting a timevarying all-pole filter. Dereverberation is achieved by attenuating the peaks in the excitation sequence (due to room reverberation), then synthesizing the enhanced speech using the enhanced LP residual on the all-pole filter (estimated from the reverberant speech). It is clear that an important assumption is made; that the LP coefficients are unaffected by reverberation. In [5] , the authors show that spatial averaging of the LP coefficients (estimated on each microphone) is required to improve the accuracy of this type of algorithms. They also demonstrate in [6] that LP coefficients obtained from spatially averaged multichannel speech signals achieve equally satisfactory results.
Another way to address the problem is the use of an explicit model for the stationary channel impulse response. To avoid any channel-source identification ambiguities, each non-stationary source is modelled by a block stationary AR process; and each channel path by a stationary subband all-pole filter [7] . Then using a Bayesian framework, the parameters of the distortion filter get estimated (source parameters are considered as nuisance parameters). In [3] , the authors focus on the single-source two-microphone system; and solve the distortion due to the channel-source non-identification ambiguities using a common polynomial extraction technique: the common factor is extracted as a characteristic polynomial of the two-channel linear prediction matrix.
As we have seen, spatial-diversity and channel stationarity are two key ingredients in the multi-microphone speech dereverberation problem. This motivates us to propose a three-stage approach for speech dereverberation.
First, the colored non-stationary speech signal is transformed into an iid-like signal (by taking advantage of the spatial and temporal diversities). Then, a blind channel predictor is computed based on preprocessed reverberant speech. Finally, speech signal dereverberation is performed using a zero-forcing equalizer based on the predictor computed in the previous step.
This paper is organized as follows. In section 2, the speech dereverberation procedure is presented. The received signals alignment will be investigated in section 3. The performance of the algorithm is evaluated in section 4, and finally a discussion and concluding remarks are provided in section 5.
SPEECH DEREVERBERATION PROCEDURE

The source whitening stage
We consider a clean speech signal, ×´Òµ, produced in a reverberant room. The reverberant speech signal observed on Å distinct microphones can be written as:
where Ý´ µ Ý½´ µ ¡ ¡ ¡ ÝÅ´ µ Ì is the reverberant speech signal, À´Õµ À½´Õµ ¡ ¡ ¡ ÀÅ´Õµ Ì È Ä Õ is the SIMO channel transfer function, and Õ ½ is the one sample time delay operator.
As we have seen in [13] , due to the multichannel spatial diversity, the superposition of the spectra of the received signals can estimate (up to a multiplicative factor) the source spectrum. This motivates us to remove correlation due to the source speech signal by compensating the common part on the multichannels impulse response. As this common part is due to the anechoic speech signal, it can be modeled as an AR process. The common AR coefficients can be estimated as those that minimize the sum of the prediction errors, averged over the microphones:
The previous optimization problem leads to the normal equations:
where -Ö Å ½ ÖÝ Ý ´ µ -ÖÝ Ý ´ µ represents the correlation at the time-lag of the received signal at the Ø microphone -are the common AR parameters. In figure 1 we superpose the anechoic speech signal periodogram, and the AR spectral models estimated either using the source signal directly, or the sum of the correlation sequences of the Å reverberant signals. It can be seen that the AR Model estimated using reverberant signals gives a good estimation (up to a scalar) of the clean speech spectrum. Thus, it can be used to pre-process the reverberant speech in order to transform the colored source speech signals into a white signal.
A periodic input signal (which is perfectly predictible) may lead to identifiability problem for the SIMO channel: the predictor will have tendency to kill the signal rather than to whiten it. To alleviate this problem, we propose taking advantage from the signal nonstationarity (that can be interpreted as a form of temporal diversity). We suggest considering the totality of the speech signal in order to calculate the AR coefficients (which estimates the averaged speech spectrum). It is important to emphasize that non-stationarity of the source is irrelevant as long as the source correlations are estimated with the same temporal averaging as for the multichannel linear prediction. The temporal diversity becomes a byproduct of this requirement.
The multichannel prediction stage
Multichannel linear prediction is a classic blind equalization technique when input is white (mobile communication). However, when input is colored, the multichannel LP will both equalize the reverberant filter and whiten the source.
In the previous section, we have shown that the channel spatial diversity and the speech non-stationarity can be exploited to estimate the source correlation structure, which can hence be used to compute a source whitening filter. The source whitened reverberant signal observed on Å distinct microphones can be written as: 
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Note that the proposed approach can be easily extended to the presence of an additive white noise, since the white noise variance can be easily identified and compensated for in the reverberant signal covariance matrix. A relevant issue with the linear prediction approach is the alignment of the received signals on the various microphones(delay compensation for direct path). This leads to an increase in the prediction performance, and allows the use of shorter predictor (see section 3).
The dereverberation stage
Based on the predictor performed in the previous stage, the spatiotemporal zero-forcing equalizer (called Delay-and-Predict equalizer) can be computed as:
where ´Õµ is a diagonal matrix of delays aligning the direct path contributions in the Å reverberant signal. Thus, the dereverberated speech signal can be computed as:
Note that the delays in ´Õµ are the same as in the delay-and-sum beamformer, in which ¼ À ÄÔ´Õµ gets replaced by ½ ¡ ¡ ¡ ½
TIME DELAY ESTIMATION
Time Delay Estimation (TDE) is a classic signal processing problem. In its simplest form, a signal is emitted from a source, and arrives with additive noise at two (or several) spatially separated sensors with different delays and attenuations, i.e. 
In spite of its simple structure, several approaches based on quite different points of view have been proposed and studied to solve the problem [10] . The classical methods for TDE are based on crosscorrelation (CC) and generalized cross-correlation (GCC) functions [11] .
Assuming the signal ×´Øµ and noises´Ò½´Øµ Ò ¾´Øµµ are mutually independent processes, the cross correlation function between the received signals is given by:
It is clear that the delay Ó can be estimated by locating the peak of Ê½¾´ µ. Typically, a parabolic fit is performed about the peak in Ê½¾´ µ to achieve sub-sample resolution. In reality, multi-path propagation can cause significant time delay estimator bias and ambiguities which can not be solved by the temporal CC method alone.
The generalized cross-correlation method extends the previous technique by introducing a weighting function, Ï´ µ:
There exist many publications investigating the design and the effect of this weighting function; but still insufficient to solve the bias introduced by multi-path propagation [12] .
To alleviate this problem, we propose applying the cross-correlation technique on the Multichannel LP residual signals rather than the received signals. In fact, under the multipath propagation assumptions, the received signal can be written as in (4):
where ×´Òµ is assumed to be white.
For a large enough Multichannel LP order (ÄÔ Ä ´Å ½µ), one can show that the Multichannel LP residual signal (with time-lag ½) satisfies
Thus, if there exists a time-lag such that the direct paths on all channels are situated before, and all reflections after, the muti-path propagation problem can be solved by considering the related LP residual signal. However, if the microphones are not too close, some early reflections can arrive on some channels before direct paths on some other channels. Thus, it will be impossible to find such lag-time. If such does not exist, or if prior information is not available, we propose using an iterative scheme to align the received signals:
1. perform Multichannel LP (for a time-lag ½ )
2. compute ¼, which can be estimated as the eigenvector corresponding to the maximum eigenvalue of the LP residual correlation matrix 3. detect the positions of non-zero coefficients in ¼, and delay the corresponding received signals by 1 4. repeat, until all received signals are aligned. This procedure can be followed by a CC based refinement step, possibly using multichannel LP residuals ant speech signal is observed on distinct microphones. A computer implementation (graciously provided by Geert Rombouts from K.U. Leuven) of the image method as described in [8] is used to generate synthetic room impulse response for the microphones. response and spectrum, and the spectrum of the whitened source speech signal (preprocessed using a 20-order linear predictor). We remark that due to the fact that the speech signal is a bandpass signal (observe values on very high and low frequencies), the Delay-and-Predict equalizer has a tendency to amplify the missing frequency components (as it is a zero-forcing equalizer). To minimize this side effect, a larger order source whitening LP filter can be used ( figure 3 (b) ).
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
To
V 99 We remark also that the SER gain (
) is especially important if only few microphones are available (see figure 5 ). This is due to the fact that multichannel linear prediction performs well even using only two microphones; whereas the beamforming technique becomes an equalizer as the number of microphones increases.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, a linear prediction based dereverberation technique was proposed. The multichannel reverberation impulse response is assumed stationary enough to allow estimation of the correlations it induces in the received signals. Spatial, temporal, and spectral diversities are exploited to transform the source speech signal into an whiter signal. An equalizer is then computed based on a multichannel linear prediction technique. Simulations shows that the Delayand-Predict equalizer performs better than the delay-and-Sum beamformer, specially if only few microphones are available. 
